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This paper explores the use of L/E oscillation probability distributions to compare experimental
measurements and to evaluate oscillation models. In this case, L is the distance of neutrino travel
and E is a measure of the interacting neutrino’s energy. While comparisons using allowed and
excluded regions for oscillation model parameters are likely the only rigorous method for these
comparisons, the L/E distributions are shown to give qualitative information on the agreement
of an experiment’s data with a simple two-neutrino oscillation model. In more detail, this paper
also outlines how the L/E distributions can be best calculated and used for model comparisons.
Specifically, the paper presents the L/E data points for the final MiniBooNE data samples and, in
the Appendix, explains and corrects the mistaken analysis published by the ICARUS collaboration.

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq,14.60.St

I. INTRODUCTION

In a simple model of oscillations involving two neutri-
nos, the oscillation probability,

Posc = sin2 2θ sin2(1.27∆m2L/E), (1)

depends upon two experimental parameters: L, the dis-
tance traversed by the neutrino from production to de-
tection, and E, the neutrino energy. There are also two
fundamental parameters: θ, the mixing angle, and ∆m2,
the difference of the squared neutrino masses. The os-
cillation probability for a model with three mostly ac-
tive neutrinos of negligible mass and one mostly sterile
neutrino of mass ∼ 1 eV2, called a “3+1 Model,” is ap-
proximated by this formula in the case of short baseline
neutrino experiments, where L/E ∼ 1 m/MeV. Recently,
3+1 models have been motivated by anomalous signals
observed in multiple short baseline experiments [1], in-
cluding from the MiniBooNE experiment[2]. Therefore,

there is motivation to present data sets from multiple
experiments on the same plot for cross-comparison.

When comparing data sets from experiments within
such a model, it is best to present the results in the ∆m2

versus sin2 2θ plane. This method has the advantage of
incorporating all the information from the given experi-
ments and putting the results on a common footing that
can be rigorously compared. In particular, the distri-
bution of “true” neutrino energies for any given “recon-
structed” neutrino energy can be used to estimate the
oscillation regions, and the systematic uncertainties and
correlations associated with neutrino flux, backgrounds,
and reconstruction at different energies can be correctly
applied. We strongly recommend that this method be
used for comparing the results from oscillation experi-
ments. An example is shown in Fig. 1, which is taken
from Ref. [2] with some updates. From this plot, one can
easily and accurately compare the two-neutrino oscilla-
tion regions that are allowed and excluded by the various
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FIG. 1: MiniBooNE allowed regions in antineutrino mode
(top) and neutrino mode (bottom) for events with EQEν > 200
MeV within a two-neutrino oscillation model. Also shown
are the ICARUS [3] and KARMEN [4] appearance limits for
neutrinos and antineutrinos, respectively. The shaded areas
show the 90% and 99% C.L. LSND ν̄µ → ν̄e allowed regions.

experiments.
An alternative method overlays the distribution of Posc

versus L/E from each experiment. This method is attrac-
tive because one can directly compare the experimental
results to Eq. 1, giving an intuitive sense of whether the
results are consistent with the expected oscillatory be-
havior. However, this method is less accurate due to
the introduction of additional systematic errors associ-
ated with binning data in true L/E. This makes cross-
comparison between experiments risky. This paper uses
the MiniBooNE data set to illustrate these issues.

In the Posc versus L/E method, one should bin the
data in true, as opposed to reconstructed, L/E and
then calculate the measured oscillation probability for
the events in each bin. This leads to multiple issues.
First, any given reconstructed event will be associated
with a distribution of true L/E values rather than a sin-
gle, definite value. The potentially-very-wide distribu-

tion for true L/E associated with an event is due to many
sources. With respect to the true energy, uncertainties
arise from experimental resolutions on the reconstructed
energies and angles of outgoing particles. Contribution
also comes from unobserved particles in the event. Sub-
stantial uncertainty on the distance can arise from the fi-
nite spatial extent of the neutrino source, especially in the
case of a decay-in-flight beams. Second, when calculating
the measured oscillation probability, Posc, sizable uncer-
tainties may come from corrections for backgrounds and
reconstruction efficiencies. Lastly, one loses the power of
constraining systematic errors through use of correlation
error matrices, which are produced to be applicable to
the full data set.

Other problems may also arise when presenting Posc
versus L/E plots. For example, consider the analysis
of MiniBooNE data published by the ICARUS collabo-
ration in Ref. [3]. While ICARUS chose to present in
E/L rather than L/E, the resulting oscillation proba-
bilities clearly do not agree with the already-published
MiniBooNE analysis (Fig, 3 of Ref. [5]). In the Ap-
pendix, we describe the mistake in the ICARUS analysis
and how it changes the derived MiniBooNE oscillation
probabilities. Note that in the case of both of these anal-
yses of the MiniBooNE data set, the data are presented
as a function of reconstructed L/E, not true L/E. Thus,
beyond the mistake in calculated Posc, cross comparing
the results between the two experiments is not valid.

In this paper, we review the procedures and subtleties
for correctly determining the oscillation probability ver-
sus L/E. We provide tables of the MiniBooNE data
points and errors. Lastly, we discuss the limitations of
using the oscillation probability versus the L/E depen-
dence when comparing experiments and comparing to os-
cillation model predictions.

II. THE MINIBOONE CALCULATION OF Posc
VS. L/E

The calculation of the oscillation probability as a
function of L/E makes use of the MiniBooNE νe and
ν̄e data release [6], which was made available in 2012.
This provides a “fully oscillated” Monte Carlo sample
of electron-flavor events. This sample assumes 100%
νµ → νe transmutation and corrects for the muon ver-
sus electron mass and cross section effects to give a
correct electron neutrino event distribution. For each
fully oscillated event, the release provides the recon-
structed neutrino energy (EQEν ), the true neutrino en-
ergy (Etrue), the neutrino travel baseline, and an event
weight. This release also provides the MiniBooNE ob-
served data and predicted background samples that are
published in Ref. [2]. These samples are binned in recon-
structed charged-current quasielastic (CCQE) neutrino
energy, EQEν , as described in Ref. [5], with the binning
as described in the release. For the Posc calculation, the
“fully oscillated” Monte Carlo sample is also binned in
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TABLE I: The oscillation probability in reconstructed energy
bins calculated for the MiniBooNE neutrino-mode data. Also
shown are the number of excess events and the number of
events expected for 100% νµ → νe transmutation.

EQEν (MeV) Excess 100% νµ → νe Pmeasosc %
200-300 52.7± 22.8 4459 1.18± 0.51
300-375 53.1± 13.9 5092 1.04± 0.27
375-475 36.9± 15.3 9817 0.38± 0.16
475-550 13.8± 10 8176 0.17± 0.12
550-675 −10.3± 12.8 14600 −0.07± 0.09
675-800 2.9± 10.5 13768 0.02± 0.08
800-950 −7.1± 11.9 14169 −0.05± 0.08
950-1100 10.3± 9.8 11103 0.09± 0.09
1100-1300 11.2± 10.9 10613 0.11± 0.1
1300-1500 −2.5± 8.7 6012 −0.04± 0.14
1500-3000 −0.9± 14.5 6321 −0.01± 0.23

TABLE II: The oscillation probability in reconstructed en-
ergy bins calculated for the MiniBooNE antineutrino-mode
data. Also shown are the number of excess events and the
number of events expected for 100% ν̄µ → ν̄e transmutation.

EQEν (MeV) Excess 100% ν̄µ → ν̄e Pmeasosc %
200-300 31.5± 12.3 2336 1.35± 0.53
300-375 16.1± 8.3 2562 0.63± 0.32
375-475 6.1± 8.3 4228 0.15± 0.2
475-550 11.6± 6 3563 0.32± 0.17
550-675 13.9± 8.1 6022 0.23± 0.13
675-800 5± 6.3 5612 0.09± 0.11
800-950 −0.5± 6.9 5894 −0.01± 0.12
950-1100 −5.9± 6.1 4707 −0.13± 0.13
1100-1300 −2.1± 6.1 4383 −0.05± 0.14
1300-1500 5.4± 5.2 2699 0.2± 0.19
1500-3000 0.6± 9.4 2788 0.02± 0.34

these same reconstructed EQEν bins.
The measured oscillation probability (Pmeasosc ) in each

reconstructed energy bin can then be calculated from the
ratio of the data minus background excess to the “fully
oscillated” prediction, as given by

(Pmeasosc )i =
datai − bkgndi
fully oscillatedi

. (2)

Using this formula yields the calculated MiniBooNE os-
cillation probabilities given in Tables I and II along with
the error that includes the statistical and systematic un-
certainty associated with the excess.

The oscillation probability in a given bin corresponds
to neutrinos with a range of true neutrino energies and
travel distances and so cannot be easily associated with
one true L/E value. One, therefore, needs to do some
averaging over the events in the bin using a simulated
event sample. However, the calculation of the average
L/E value corresponding to a given bin is not straight-
forward and, in fact, what kind of average to take is not
clear. One would like to calculate the L/E value that
corresponds to the above calculated oscillation probabil-
ity for the distribution of events in the bin, but this de-
pends on the oscillation model assumed. In the end, one

needs to pick an approximation. For the MiniBooNE re-
sults shown in Ref. [5], the choice, as described in the
text, was to use L/E = Lavg/E

QE
ν with Lavg = 525 m

[7]. While this may not be the best choice, it is straight-
forward and, as shown below, fairly accurate at higher
energies.

The main uncertainty in determining the best L/E av-
erage in a reconstructed energy bin is the distribution of
true energies for the events in the bin. For MiniBooNE,
there can be a sizable shift in the mean due to the con-
tamination of single pion events (CC1π) in the CCQE
sample due to pion absorption in the nucleus. This is
modeled in the Monte Carlo event simulation, and un-
certainties are included in all of the oscillation analy-
ses. Fig. 2 shows Etrue versus EQEν for the “fully os-
cillated” event sample. There is a clear shift to larger
values of Etrue with respect to EQEν . Also, there is a
second band of events with Etrue higher than EQEν by
about 300 MeV, which corresponds to CC1π events with
an absorbed pion. In principle, one could find the aver-
age Etrue for each of the EQEν reconstructed energy bins
for the “fully oscillated” event, but this would not be an
appropriate average for an oscillation model with given
∆m2 and sin2 2θ values. This change in the average en-
ergy is shown in Table III, where the average over the
“fully oscillated” sample for EQEν , Etrue, and Etrue with
several oscillation model weightings are presented. The
various averages show significant variations with sizable
differences between the oscillation models, especially in
the lower energy bins. These variations in average energy
then translate into changes in the average L/E values for
the bins as shown in Table IV, where an average over the
“fully oscillated” sample is taken using the indicated en-
ergy parameter and true distance parameter to calculate
L/E for each event. Again, there are 10 - 20% varia-
tions in the average L/E values for different models out
to reconstructed energy values of 800 MeV. For the qual-
itative comparisons given in the next section, we will use
the Ltrue/Etrue definition averaged over the “fully oscil-
lated” sample for each reconstructed energy bin as the
baseline L/E variable.

III. EXAMPLES OF USING Posc VS. L/E

With the caveats given above, one can try to use the
calculated Posc versus L/E values to compare the re-
sults from a given experiment to an oscillation model.
Again, it should be stated that doing any oscillation fits
using these types of data is fraught with inaccuracies
associated with the variations of energy estimates, dis-
tance estimates, backgrounds, and the inclusion of corre-
lated and uncorrelated systematic uncertainties. On the
other hand, comparisons using Posc versus L/E variables
can give qualitative information if the uncertainties can
be minimized. Comparing the data from several experi-
ments using the Posc versus L/E values can be even more
difficult, as the relative shifts, inaccuracies, and system-
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FIG. 2: The energy distributions for neutrino-mode running
for Etrue versus EQEν for the “fully oscillated” sample. The
line indicates the case with perfect correlation.

TABLE III: The value of EQEν and Etrue averaged over the
“fully oscillated” sample with various weightings for the Mini-
BooNE neutrino-mode data. The Model 1 - 3 entries use
Etrue but with weightings for three oscillations models with
sin2 2θ/∆m2(eV 2) = 0.01/0.6, 0.004/1.0, and 0.002/2.0.

EQEν (MeV) EQEν Etrue Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
200 - 300 255 415 347 422 421
300 - 375 341 465 408 442 532
375 - 475 426 539 479 503 665
475 - 550 513 607 548 567 691
550 - 675 613 693 636 649 731
675 - 800 737 793 734 746 808
800 - 950 872 917 850 862 913

950 - 1100 1021 1059 982 993 1040
1100 - 1300 1193 1203 1115 1126 1173
1300 - 1500 1388 1367 1259 1270 1321
1500 - 3000 1761 1666 1444 1464 1549

atic errors can be very different between the experiments.
Fig. 3 shows the LSND L/E data points from Ref. [5].

The L/E values for these data points were calculated us-
ing the LSND reconstructed energy. As the LSND energy
smearing is fairly Gaussian with a resolution at 52 MeV
of ∼ 7% and is well understood from the LSND muon de-
cay calibration data, the measured L/E from the recon-
structed energy is accurate and does not produce sizable
shifts. For comparison, theoretical curves for three oscil-
lation models in the LSND allowed regions from Fig. 1
are overlaid on the data points. These theoretical curves
have no energy or pathlength smearing applied, but, for
LSND, these smearing effects are small. The agreement
between the data points and theory curves is good; how-
ever, this agreement is tempered by the fact that the data
points are correlated through the systematic uncertain-
ties of the measurements.

For MiniBooNE, the energy and flight path smearing
can be significant, and the predicted curves have devi-
ations from the pure theoretical expectation. This is

TABLE IV: The L/E values averaging over the “fully oscil-
lated” sample with various definitions and weightings for the
MiniBooNE neutrino-mode data. In all cases, the true neu-
trino travel distance for each event, Ltrue, is used in the aver-
aging. The Model 1 - 3 entries use L/Etrue but with weight-
ings for three oscillations models with sin2 2θ/∆m2(eV 2) =
0.01/0.6, 0.004/1.0, and 0.002/2.0.

EQEν L/EQEν L/Etrue Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
200 - 300 2.088 1.480 1.646 1.389 1.494
300 - 375 1.545 1.246 1.357 1.266 1.184
375 - 475 1.234 1.056 1.152 1.099 0.872
475 - 550 1.021 0.920 1.000 0.967 0.804
550 - 675 0.854 0.794 0.857 0.837 0.742
675 - 800 0.707 0.685 0.741 0.726 0.663
800 - 950 0.597 0.590 0.640 0.629 0.586
950 - 1100 0.507 0.507 0.554 0.546 0.513
1100 - 1300 0.434 0.446 0.490 0.483 0.457
1300 - 1500 0.373 0.392 0.438 0.432 0.409
1500 - 3000 0.298 0.331 0.401 0.393 0.360
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FIG. 3: The LSND measured oscillation probability as a
function of the reconstructed L/E. Three theoretical curves
without any energy or flight path smearing are also shown
for models with sin2 2θ/∆m2(eV 2) = 0.01/0.6, 0.004/1.0, and
0.002/2.0.

shown in Fig. 4, where the dashed curves are the theoret-
ical predictions from Eq. 1. The solid curves are the pre-
diction with smearing after integrating over the events in
a reconstructed EQEν bin using the “fully oscillated” sam-
ple weighted by the corresponding oscillation probability
from Eq. 1. As shown, the curves start to deviate at large
L/E values. In order to compare the MiniBooNE L/E
points to oscillation models, one must use the smeared
predictions of Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows the comparison of
these predictions with the MiniBooNE data points for
both neutrino-mode and antineutrino-mode running, us-
ing the baseline Ltrue/Etrue variable. The smeared pre-
diction curves are almost identical for neutrino and an-
tineutrino running, so only a single curve is displayed.
This plot should give a good representation of the Mini-
BooNE results with respect to these two-neutrino oscilla-
tion models. Only qualitative information can be taken
from this comparison because of the strong correlations
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FIG. 4: The predicted Posc versus baseline Ltrue/Etrue values
(solid curves) with energy and flight path smearing for Mini-
BooNE neutrino-mode and antineutrino-mode running. The
un-smeared theoretical predictions from Eq. 1 are also shown
(dashed curves). The different curves correspond to oscil-
lation models with sin2 2θ/∆m2(eV 2) = 0.01/0.6, 0.004/1.0,
and 0.002/2.0.
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FIG. 5: The MiniBooNE Posc measurements as a function of
the baseline Ltrue/Etrue variable for neutrino and antineu-
trino mode running. The curves are the predicted Posc ver-
sus baseline Ltrue/Etrue values with energy and flight path
smearing.

among the data points coming from systematic uncer-
tainties.

The ICARUS collaboration searched for electron neu-
trino appearance in a muon neutrino beam and published
a 99% C.L. limit, as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 6 shows several
example limit curves translated to the MiniBooNE setup
both for the pure two-neutrino predictions and for the
predictions including energy and flight path smearing.
Because the ICARUS experiment sets a limit, the region
above the curves is excluded by their data at the 99%
C.L.. These limit curves can then be compared to the
MiniBooNE neutrino data. As shown in Fig. 7, most of
the MiniBooNE data points lie below the ICARUS curves
and are, therefore, not excluded by their measurement.
However, a quantitative statement would require includ-
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FIG. 6: The predicted Posc versus baseline Ltrue/Etrue values
with energy and flight path smearing (solid curve) for Mini-
BooNE neutrino-mode and antineutrino-mode running. The
un-smeared theoretical predictions from Eq. 1 are also shown
(dashed curves). The different curves correspond to oscilla-
tion models associated with the ICARUS 99% C.L. limits with
sin2 2θ = 0.015 and ∆m2 = 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, and 3.0 eV2.
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FIG. 7: The MiniBooNE Posc measurements (blue points) as
a function of the baseline Ltrue/Etrue variable for neutrino-
mode running. The curves are the ICARUS 99% C.L. limits
with sin2 2θ = 0.015 and ∆m2 = 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, and 3.0 eV2 and
with energy and flight path smearing.

ing the correlated systematic uncertainties for the Mini-
BooNE data and would, in the end, just reproduce the
comparison of the allowed and excluded regions shown in
Fig. 1.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

With respect to searches for neutrino oscillations, the
best method for comparing experiments and for compar-
ing data to oscillation models is by determining the al-
lowed or excluded regions with respect to an oscillation
model. In this way, the details of the neutrino flux, event
selection and reconstruction, and systematic uncertain-
ties can be rigorously included. For a 3+1 model, this
will result in regions in the ∆m2 versus sin2 2θ plane.
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Qualitative comparisons of an experiment’s data to an
oscillation model can also be approximated using the pre-
dicted oscillation probability versus L/E value from a
model compared to a calculation of these quantities for
the data. This L/E method is not exact due to smearing
and other reconstruction effects, which are experiment
dependent and preclude using this method to compare
different experiments. Further, it is difficult to use the
L/E analysis to do oscillation model fits due to the cor-
related uncertainties among the data points that would
need to be taken into account. While the plot of the os-
cillation probability versus L/E is a nice presentation of
an experiment’s data, it is not straightforward to use for
quantitative analysis.

Appendix A: Problems with the ICARUS Posc
versus L/E Analysis

There are multiple issues associated with the ICARUS
determination of the MiniBooNE oscillation probability.
ICARUS used the simple L/E = Lavg/E

QE
ν definition

with Lavg = 525 m and the reconstructed energy EQEν
similar to Ref. [5]. The major mistake in calculating the
oscillation probability (Posc) was to use the predicted ex-
cess shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. [2] for sin2 2θ = 0.2 and
∆m2 = 0.1 eV2 along with the oscillation probability
from Eq. 1 evaluated at the reconstructed energy (EQEν )
bin center. ICARUS then divided the excess by this oscil-
lation probability to try and obtain the number of “fully
oscillated” events in the given bin. To correctly calcu-
late the “fully oscillated” events, one needs instead to
divide by the oscillation probability calculated from the
true energies of the events in a given reconstructed bin.
The ICARUS procedure using EQEν significantly overes-
timates the oscillation probability in the bin for this test
case, giving a smaller number of “fully oscillated” events
(NFullOsc). Calculating the Posc value for the bin from
Eq. 2 will give an erroneously high value, where some
data points are a factor of two off from the correct cal-

culation. A comparison of the calculated L/E, NFullOsc,
and Posc values are shown in Table V.

Besides miscalculating the Posc values, the ICARUS
publication also used incompatible L/E values to com-
pare the MiniBooNE data to their limit curves. The
ICARUS limit curves in Fig. 4 of their publication [3]
display theoretical curves for the predicted oscillation
probability versus the true L/E values. These curves
are compared to the MiniBooNE data plotted in terms
of L/EQEν , which is significantly different, as shown in
Table V. As discussed above, the limit curves also need
to be recalculated to take into account the true neutrino
energies for the events in a given reconstructed energy
bin. If all of this was done properly, one would obtain
the comparison as given in Fig. 7, which is very much
different from the published ICARUS plot.

Acknowledgments

TABLE V: A comparison of “Correct” and “Incorrect
ICARUS” calculations of the oscillation probability in recon-
structed energy bins for the MiniBooNE neutrino-mode data.
Also shown are the L/E values and the number of events
expected for 100% νµ → νe transmutation (NFullOsc).

Correct Analysis Incorrect ICARUS Analysis
L/Etrue NFullOsc Pmeasosc % L/EQEν NFullOsc Pmeasosc %

1.48 4459 1.18± 0.51 2.09 2471 2.13± 0.92
1.25 5092 1.04± 0.27 1.55 3501 1.52± 0.40
1.06 9817 0.38± 0.16 1.23 7607 0.49± 0.20
0.92 8176 0.17± 0.12 1.02 6972 0.20± 0.14
0.79 14600 −0.07± 0.09 0.85 13106 −0.08± 0.10
0.69 13768 0.02± 0.08 0.71 13418 0.02± 0.08
0.59 14169 −0.05± 0.08 0.60 14171 −0.05± 0.08
0.51 11103 0.09± 0.09 0.51 11147 0.09± 0.09
0.45 10613 0.11± 0.1 0.43 11252 0.10± 0.10
0.39 6012 −0.04± 0.14 0.37 7060 −0.04± 0.12
0.33 6321 −0.01± 0.23 0.30 4326 −0.02± 0.34
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